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Getting eaten alive is the worst! Stabbings, maimings, and corrosive black magic are not that great
either, but you really don't want to be a wolf treat!That is the kind of hands on, â€œteeth on,â€•
education you get when you are summoned to The Land.James did not want to be summoned! Not
really... well a maybe, just a bit! But he had certainly not AGREED to be summoned! â€¦Well
technically speaking he HAD agreed, but good god, who had the time to read all of that fine print
when there was epic gaming to be done!When DangerZone Industries had released the latest and
greatest VRMMORPG, James, and millions of other virtual reality players, had sought purpose and
self-definition in this new world. The tag line "Live the life your soul was meant for," had captured the
hearts and minds of his entire generation."The Land," was the largest and most dynamic virtual
reality game of all time. James and his friends had devoted countless hours, and become one of the
top teams in the game. They were at the brink of greatness, but then there was this light! (it was
predictably white, but whatever!)When he was actually summoned to The Land, it was both
disturbing and exhilarating. When he then became entangled in the eternal war of sprites and
goblins, the unsavory practices of the local king, and had a memorable night at the inn called the
Whistling Hen, he came to one clear conclusion: Again, getting eaten alive is really REALLY the
worst!While uncovering such deep philosophical knowledge, James will forge a place in this new
world, and hopefully avoid the machinations of those who want him to destroy it. What does it mean
to be a Chaos Seed anyway???
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I'm going to keep this review short or else I'll end up writing an essay on just how good it was. The
words that exemplify this book are cool, clever, fun, bloody, descriptive, detailed, sometimes corny,
and badass. The characters were loads of fun, the premise is unique, and the plot was pretty damn
good.What I liked the most about the book was its tactile approach to LitRPG. The whole book felt
like someone hacking game mechanics into real life, rather than someone being trapped in a game
thanks to the descriptive detail that Aleron Kong uses and how natural the plot and character
interactions occur. Nothing here really feels random and it all unfolds organically.Some of the things
that took me by surprise include the impactful visual descriptions, the emphasis on strategy during
combat, the focus on land ownership (despite it being in the title) and how lived in this world
feels.The Good+Amazing read from start to finish+Cleverness abounds+Very descriptive with a
wealth of evocative vocabulary choices that keep you in the time period, while Richter's occasional
modern wit adds present day pop culture humor+Story moves along at a nice pace.+Tactile,
descriptive, and bloody action all chapter.+Impactful visual descriptions+I said "that's clever" about
50 times while reading at the surprising twists and turns and game systems+ I love how all the in
game systems are a natural part of the world and can be instinctively used. All the reveals into the
game system were wonderful.+Very well rounded, useful, and intriguing sub characters, including
many cool non-combatants.+I love all the status and game system mumbo jumbo. It's nicely fleshed
out.
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